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Ghost Towns of Ontario's Cottage Country
2023-05-02

explore the remnants of vanished villages across ontario s cottage country
crumbling foundations lost in the forest weathered buildings leaning wearily
with age cracked tombstones jutting from the ground all serve as haunting
reminders of once thriving villages that have since been abandoned each of these
locales has a distinct story to tell stories that until now were confined to
fading memories and grainy photographs from the northern shores of georgian
bay to the eastern reaches of the kawarthas ontario s cottage country is
littered with vanished villages including settlement era farm communities
railway whistle stops and logging hamlets within these pages readers will
venture into ontario s past to learn how these communities lived and died and
to meet the people who invested their hopes and dreams in them dozens of
photographs many historical and never before published bring these ghost towns
back to life join andrew hind in exploring over a dozen villages across the
districts of parry sound and nipissing muskoka and the haliburton highlands

The Ghost Marriage 2015-07-18

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory the ghost marriage is by the united
kingdom s andrea mullaney
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Publishing Wide 2012-07-20

want to publish your book far and wide want it to be on more than just amazon
this book is a step by step how to guide with pictures for how to publish your
book wide if you re part of the wide for the win mentality and want to get your
book selling wide then this is a great resource to walk you through the steps it
goes over areas like publishing to draft2digital publishdrive smashwords
streetlib barnes and noble nook google books kobo writing life apple books
authors republic audiobooks unleashed acx findaway voices lulu and
ingramspark if you enjoy books by joanna penn monica leonelle mark leslie andrea
pearson brian meeks bryan cohen as well as their fantastic podcasts this may be
another to add to your collection to help you further your author career
because you deserve to be the best author you can be get it now

Ghost Towns 2018-03

tombstone bodie st elmo silver city these are some of the most famous of the
old west ghost towns and mining camps that dot america s landscape and
provide hints to the country s history but literally thousands more are
scattered throughout the west with some states boasting hundreds of
abandoned boomtowns attracting thousands of visitors every year many of
these are protected by public and private parties alike and visits are carefully
regulated in order to preserve these valuable historical relics clint thomsen
describes various types of ghost town explains their histories and outlines
ongoing research and archaeological study into decaying towns and mining
camps
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The Ghost at the Point 2022-04

australia 1931 twelve year old dorrie wonders if the stories are true is there
really a ghost boy roaming the cliffs how else can she explain the strange
happenings around the point dorrie is determined to discover the truth even if it
means confronting the unknown the ghost at the point is a historical mystery
from acclaimed australian author charlotte calder set during the great
depression this book follows dorrie and her friends as they encounter shipwrecks
villainy and treasure this adventure story was long listed for the 2012
davitt awards for crime writing and is perfect for junior fiction readers while
the plot is fast paced and interesting it is the realistic and affectionate
descriptions of dorrie s life family and friends that are the true highlight of the
ghost at the point the 1930s setting offers dorrie the freedom that most
children won t dream of today and as such provides the perfect backdrop for
this feel good adventure books publishing a very satisfactory adventure story
the time and the landscape of the island are palpably authentic as is the
character of the self reliant determined and capable dorrie and her warm
relationship with gah with a ripper plot and written in the jargon of the day this
is a corker yarn magpies magazine the ghost at the point is a gripping adventure
story for children with all the elements necessary i particularly liked the book
s setting this detail makes the book interesting from a historical point of view
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and is a good way of introducing australian history to reluctant history
avoiders in the classroom viewpoint this is a charming and exciting book the
blend of ghost story and gentle mystery will definitely appeal to the intended
audience reading time magazine this is a gentle involving story of dorrie and her
grandfather finding something more than they bargained for in their isolated
outpost linked firmly with the stormy seas the remoteness of the island and its
inhabitants all create a tightly controlled setting in which events such as
these could credibly occur dorrie is an inviting character one whom readers will
take to heart an adventure story with heart readplus although seemingly a
ghost story in the early chapters it becomes a blend of mystery and action as
dorrie and her two new friends are unwittingly drawn into a hunt for treasure
an action packed read suitable for upper primary aged readers aussie reviews

Chasing the Ghost Bear 2019-07-20

reading the west longlist for nonfiction no animal shakes the human
consciousness quite like a bear and few compare to the giant short faced bears
that stalked north america during the pleistocene even among the mammoths and
saber toothed cats they were a staggering sight on all fours the biggest would
stare a six foot person in the face and weigh close to a ton on hind legs they
towered more than ten feet with jaws powerful enough to crush skulls and snap
bones like twigs the bears weren t invincible however despite their size they were
swept off the planet in a mysterious wave of ice age extinctions more than ten
thousand years ago then mostly forgotten chasing the ghost bear is mike stark
s journey into the bear s enigmatic story its life disappearance and rediscovery
and those trying to piece it together today an engaging guide through his
intrepid search stark s story leads us from the la brea tar pits in los angeles to
a cornfield in indiana the far ends of the arctic the plains of texas and the
swamps of florida part natural history part travelogue and part meditation
on extinction and loss chasing the ghost bear returns these magnificent beasts
to their rightful place in our understanding of the world just an epoch past

Petra's Ghost 2018-10-20

a man and woman are stalked on the camino de santiago by death and the guilty
secrets they can t leave behind

Ghost Stories and Legends of Prince Edward Island
2018-01-22

swathed in mist surrounded by the secretive sea wind wailing like the lost souls
of sailors around its shores prince edward island is the ideal setting for these
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strange and incredible tales
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The Case of the Soldier's Ghost 2017-10-02

a ghost has been spotted lurking around capitol city s american history museum
can raining sam the son of the head of educational programs at the museum and
his friends figure out who s behind the haunting before someone gets hurt

The Global Contemporary Art World 2016-05-14

the final installment in the critically acclaimed trilogy on globalization and
art explores the growing dominance of asian centers of art this book takes
readers on a fascinating journey around five asian centers of contemporary art
and its myriad institutions agents forms materials and languages while posing
vital questions about the political economy of culture and the power of
visual art in a multi polar world he analyzes the financial powerhouse of art
basel hong kong new media art in south korea the place of the kochi biennale
within contemporary art in india transnational art and art education in china
and the geo politics of art patronage in palestine and he develops a highly
original synthesis of theoretical perspectives and empirical research drawing on
detailed case studies and personal insights gained from his extensive experience of
the contemporary art scene in asia professor harris examines the evolving
relationship between the western centers of art practice collection and
validation and the emerging peripheries of asian tiger societies with burgeoning
art centers and he arrives at the somewhat controversial conclusion that
dominance of the art world is rapidly slipping away from europe and north
america the global contemporary art world is essential reading for
undergraduates and postgraduate students in modern and contemporary art art
history art theory and criticism cultural studies the sociology of culture and
globalization studies it is also a vital resource for research students
academics and professionals in the art world
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Creepy Capital 2023-08-15

a supernatural tour of the ottawa region with ghostwatcher mark leslie as
your guide come along with paranormal raconteur mark leslie as he uncovers
first person accounts of ghostly happenings throughout ottawa and the
surrounding towns the whole region is rife with ghostly encounters and creepy
locales discover the doomed financier who may be haunting the ch�teau laurier
experience the eerie shadows and sounds at the bytown museum listen to the
echoing howls of former prison inmates at the nicholas st hostel and feel the
bitter sadness of the ghost of watson s mill in manotick you ll marvel at the
multitude of ghosts that walk the streets and historic landmarks of canada s
capital

Moscow's Heavy Shadow 2018-10-13

moscow s heavy shadow tells the story of the collapse of the ussr from the
perspective of the many millions of soviet citizens who experienced it as a period
of abjection and violence mikhail gorbachev and the leaders of the ussr saw the
years of reform preceding the collapse as opportunities for rebuilding
perestroika rejuvenation and openness glasnost for those in provincial cities
across the soviet union however these reforms led to rapid change economic
collapse and violence focusing on dushanbe tajikistan isaac mckean scarborough
describes how this city experienced skyrocketing unemployment a depleted budget
and streets filled with angry young men unable to support their families
tajikistan was left without financial or military resources unable and
unprepared to stand against the wave of populist politicians of all stripes who
took advantage of the economic collapse and social discontent to try to gain
power by may 1992 political conflict became violent and bloody and engulfed
the whole of tajikistan in war moscow s heavy shadow tells the story of how
this war came to be and how it was grounded in the reform and collapse of the
soviet economy that came before

Real Hauntings 5-Book Bundle 2015-07-11

experience a ghostly thrill with mark leslie s five books on strange
supernatural happenings macabre montreal montreal is steeped in history and
culture but there are dark tales eerie stories and ghostly spectres that come
alive once the sun goes down creepy capital true stories of ghostly encounters
and creepy locales lurk throughout the ottawa region come along with canada
s paranormal raconteur extraordinaire mark leslie and discover the first person
accounts of ghostly happenings at landmarks throughout the historic city and
surrounding towns haunted hamilton from the hermitage ruins to dundurn castle
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from the customs house to stoney creek battlefield park the city of hamilton
ontario is steeped in a rich history and culture but beneath the surface of the
steel city there dwells a darker heart from the shadows of yesteryear arise the
unexplained the bizarre and the chilling spooky sudbury from haunted mine shafts
to inexplicable lights in the northern sky there are strange things afoot in the
peaceful northern municipality of sudbury eerie phenomenon that will amaze give
you pause make you wonder and have you looking twice at what might first
appear to be innocent shadows tomes of terror it s been said that books have a
life of their own but there s more than literature lurking in the cobwebbed
recesses of dusty bookstores and libraries across canada read about some of
the most celebrated and eerie bookish haunts and try to brush off that feeling
of someone watching from just over your shoulder

If These Walls Had Ears 2015-07-25

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory if these walls had ears is by new
zealand s carl nixon

The Sarong-Man in the Old House, and an Incubus for
a Rainy Night 2015-06-27

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory the sarong man in the old house and an
incubus for a rainy night is by sri lanka s michael mendis
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Next Full Moon We'll Release Juno 2015-09-05

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory hummingbird is by south africa s bridget
pitt

Fatima Saleh 2015-10-03

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory fatima saleh is by kenya s alexander
ikawah

A Day in the Death 2015-08-08

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory a day in the death is by singapore s
evan adam ang
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Antonya's Baby Shower on Camperdown Road
2015-09-26

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory antonya s baby shower on
camperdown road is by bahamian a l major

Grandmother 2015-08-01

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory grandmother is by singapore s yu mei
balasingamchow

Let's Tell This Story Properly 2015-07-04

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory let s tell this story properly is by
uganda s jennifer nansubuga makumbi
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Tenure: An Informal Reflection on the Hunting of the
Squid and Its Impact on Higher Education
2015-09-19

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory tenure an informal reflection on the
hunting of the squid and its impact on higher education is by new zealand s julian
novitz

Devil Star 2015-05-16

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory devil star is by jamaica s hazel d
campbell

Let's Tell This Story Properly 2015-08-22

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory
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Cowboy 2015-06-20

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory cowboy is by bahamian helen klonaris

The Night of Broken Glass 2015-08-15

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory the night of broken glass is by canada
s jack wang

Elbow 2015-10-10

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory elbow is by south africa s khadija
magardie

Hummingbird 2015-08-29

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
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writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory hummingbird is by australian daniel
anders

Notes from the Ruins 2017-02-25

honouring strong new voices from around the world the 2014 commonwealth
short story prize is a global award open to unpublished as well as published
writers with a truly international judging panel this global anthology presents
the winner of the 2014 short story prize jennifer nansubuga makumbi s let s tell
this story properly alongside some of the most promising and original stories
entered for the prize during the past three years by emerging writers across the
literary landscape of the world gathered from over ten thousand entries the
selected stories are provocative rich in flair and ambition and push the
boundaries of fiction into fresh territory notes from the ruins is by india s
anushka jasraj

Living Up to a Legend 2017-06-29

diana bishop recounts growing up in the shadow of her famous grandfather
canadian first world war flying ace billy bishop as a child diana bishop showed
up one day at school with a brown paper bag inside was a large breastplate of
some of the most precious war medals on the planet including the victoria cross
they belonged to canada s most celebrated first world war pilot billy bishop
and until her family donated them to the canadian war museum they had been kept
in her father s underwear drawer that day at school was the first time diana
realized she was not growing up in an ordinary family now after more than two
decades in canadian media diana bishop looks back on her grandfather s legacy
and its profound influence over her life and also her father s the only son of
billy bishop who had so much to live up to living up to a legend is a unique
memoir that covers billy bishop s legacy through the eyes of one of the people
who it affected the most

Rolls-Royce 2018-04-01

rolls royce is one of britain s legendary car brands representing the pinnacle of
engineering quality and luxury like no other manufacturer since 1904 when
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charles stewart rolls and frederick henry royce began their collaboration the
rolls royce name has earned respect and admiration the world over this is the
full story of britain s premier luxury car maker from the early experimental
models through the 40 50 silver ghost the twenty the phantoms the wraiths
and their post 1945 successors with evocative names such as silver shadow
and silver seraph it celebrates more than 110 years of car manufacture under
the rolls royce brand revealing how careful management and simple dedication
have ensured that the rolls royce name remains a byword for the best of the
best

Religious Revitalization Among the Kiowas
2016-03-25

framed by theories of syncretism and revitalization religious revitalization
among the kiowas examines changes in kiowa belief and ritual in the final decades
of the nineteenth century during the height of the horse and bison culture kiowa
beliefs were founded in the notion of daudau a force permeating the universe that
was accessible through vision quests following the end of the southern plains
wars in 1875 the kiowas were confined within the boundaries of the kiowa
comanche apache plains apache reservation as wards of the government they
witnessed the extinction of the bison herds which led to the collapse of the sun
dance by 1890 though prophet movements in the 1880s had failed to restore
the bison other religions emerged to fill the void left by the loss of the sun
dance kiowas now sought daudau through the ghost dance christianity and the
peyote religion religious revitalization among the kiowas examines the historical
and sociocultural conditions that spawned the new religions that arrived in
kiowa country at the end of the nineteenth century as well as native and non
native reactions to them a thorough examination of these sources reveals how
resilient and adaptable the kiowas were in the face of cultural genocide between
1883 and 1933 although the prophet movements and the ghost dance were
short lived christianity and the native american church have persevered into the
twenty first century benjamin r kracht shows how kiowa traditions and
spirituality were amalgamated into the new religions creating a distinctive
kiowa identity
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Jack Goldstein and the CalArts Mafia

jack goldstein and the calarts mafia is the compelling story of artist jack
goldstein and some of his classmates at calarts who in the early 1970s went
to new york and led the transition from conceptualism to pictures art utilizing
images from television and movies with which they had grown up at the same time
they discovered an artworld increasingly consumed by the desire for fame
fortune and the perks of success the book is anchored by jack s narratives of the
early days of calarts and the last days of chouinard the new york art world
of the 70s and 80s the trials and tribulations of finding and maintaining success
his inter personal relationships and his disappearance from the art scene
goldsteins s own recollections are complemented by the first person narratives
of his friends including john baldessari troy brauntuch rosetta brooks jean fisher
robert longo matt mullican and james welling there are provocative portraits
of many well known artworld personalities of the 80s including mary boone
david salle and helene winer all working in a time when the competitive spirit was
strong and often brutal caring little about anything but oneself and making
lots of money a biting controversial contradictory hilarious and riveting read
mariah corrigan caa reviews a first rate contribution to the history of
contemporary art david carrier artus
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